
1,800 4,500

40HQ20 FT W/Pallet

360 900

QUANTITY

Single

400

1(30ea) 392 355 95 0.013

5(150) 485 365 0.07

1.7

8.34

WIDTH(mm) HIGHT(mm) DEPTH(mm) CBM WEIGHT(kg)

Yellow Orange Blue 

Non-slip Hanger
Natural shape design

SURE HANGER 30
Middle size[17"]

Useful

- Natural shape design : prevents shoulder corners.

- Air holes allow clothes to breathe

- Non-slip design

- Staking hooks

- Materials : p.p

- UPC : 191801000020

- EAN : 8809212290054

IHOLEE hanger's new model 'air' keeps the best advantage of the 
laminated structure of existing IHOLEE and is a product that maximize 
the advantage of hanger with adding an air hole to shoulder to keep it 
more comfortably. IHOLEE air is composed of 30ea middle sized hanger 
which is for top. The "Connecting Hook," which allows the hangers to be 
connected to each other; in the end making us able to use much more 
space of our closets

Master

SH-M30-MX3



Blue X 50

SURE HANGER 50
Large size[19"]

Useful

- Natural shape design : prevents shoulder corners.

- Air holes allow clothes to breathe

- Non-slip design

- Staking hooks

Staking hooks X 20

IHOLEE hanger's new model 'air' keeps the best advantage of the 
laminated structure of existing IHOLEE and is a product that maximize 
the advantage of hanger with adding an air hole to shoulder to keep it 
more comfortably. IHOLEE air is composed of 30ea middle sized hanger 
which is for top. The "Connecting Hook," which allows the hangers to be 
connected to each other; in the end making us able to use much more 
space of our closets

Non-slip Hanger
Natural shape design

Staking hooks

720 2,070

40HQ20 FT W/Pallet

240 690

QUANTITY

Single

505

1(50ea) 495 360 165 0.029

3(150) 370 505 0.09

3.3

10.54

WIDTH(mm) HIGHT(mm) DEPTH(mm) CBM WEIGHT(kg)

Master

SH-M50-B-H20

- Materials : p.p

- UPC : 191801000174

- EAN : 8809212290184



Yellow Orange Blue Staking hooks X 20

Non-slip Hanger
Natural shape design

Staking hooks

SURE HANGER 30
Middle size[17"]

Useful

- Natural shape design : prevents shoulder corners.

- Air holes allow clothes to breathe

- Non-slip design

- Staking hooks

- Materials : p.p

- UPC : 191801000105

- EAN : 8809212290139

IHOLEE hanger's new model 'air' keeps the best advantage of the 
laminated structure of existing IHOLEE and is a product that maximize 
the advantage of hanger with adding an air hole to shoulder to keep it 
more comfortably. IHOLEE air is composed of 30ea middle sized hanger 
which is for top. The "Connecting Hook," which allows the hangers to be 
connected to each other; in the end making us able to use much more 
space of our closets

SH-M30-MX3-H20

1,800 4,500

40HQ20 FT W/Pallet

360 900

QUANTITY

Single

400

1(30ea) 392 355 95 0.013

5(150) 485 365 0.07

1.7

8.34

WIDTH(mm) HIGHT(mm) DEPTH(mm) CBM WEIGHT(kg)

Master



1,800 4,500

40HQ20 FT W/Pallet

360 900

QUANTITY

Single

400

1(30ea) 392 355 95 0.013

5(150) 485 365 0.07

1.7

8.34

WIDTH(mm) HIGHT(mm) DEPTH(mm) CBM WEIGHT(kg)

Non-slip Hanger
Natural shape design

SURE HANGER 30
Middle size[17"]

Useful

- Natural shape design : prevents shoulder corners.

- Air holes allow clothes to breathe

- Non-slip design

- Staking hooks

- Materials : p.p

- UPC : 191801000068

- EAN : 8809212290092

IHOLEE hanger's new model 'air' keeps the best advantage of the 
laminated structure of existing IHOLEE and is a product that maximize 
the advantage of hanger with adding an air hole to shoulder to keep it 
more comfortably. IHOLEE air is composed of 30ea middle sized hanger 
which is for top. The "Connecting Hook," which allows the hangers to be 
connected to each other; in the end making us able to use much more 
space of our closets

Master

SH-M30-G



SURE HANGER 50
Large size[19"]

Useful

- Natural shape design : prevents shoulder corners.

- Air holes allow clothes to breathe

- Non-slip design

- Staking hooks

IHOLEE hanger's new model 'air' keeps the best advantage of the 
laminated structure of existing IHOLEE and is a product that maximize 
the advantage of hanger with adding an air hole to shoulder to keep it 
more comfortably. IHOLEE air is composed of 30ea middle sized hanger 
which is for top. The "Connecting Hook," which allows the hangers to be 
connected to each other; in the end making us able to use much more 
space of our closets

Non-slip Hanger
Natural shape design

720 2,070

40HQ20 FT W/Pallet

240 690

QUANTITY

Single

505

1(50ea) 495 360 165 0.029

3(150) 370 505 0.09

3.3

10.54

WIDTH(mm) HIGHT(mm) DEPTH(mm) CBM WEIGHT(kg)

Master

SH-M50-B

- Materials : p.p

- UPC : 191801000174

- EAN : 8809212290184



1,800 4,500

40HQ20 FT W/Pallet

360 900

QUANTITY

Single

400

1(30ea) 392 355 95 0.013

5(150) 485 365 0.07

1.7

8.34

WIDTH(mm) HIGHT(mm) DEPTH(mm) CBM WEIGHT(kg)

Non-slip Hanger
Natural shape design

SURE HANGER 30
Middle size[17"]

Useful

- Natural shape design : prevents shoulder corners.

- Air holes allow clothes to breathe

- Non-slip design

- Staking hooks

- Materials : p.p

- UPC : 191801000075

- EAN : 8809212290108

IHOLEE hanger's new model 'air' keeps the best advantage of the 
laminated structure of existing IHOLEE and is a product that maximize 
the advantage of hanger with adding an air hole to shoulder to keep it 
more comfortably. IHOLEE air is composed of 30ea middle sized hanger 
which is for top. The "Connecting Hook," which allows the hangers to be 
connected to each other; in the end making us able to use much more 
space of our closets

Master

SH-M30-Y



1,800 4,500

40HQ20 FT W/Pallet

360 900

QUANTITY

Single

400

1(30ea) 392 355 95 0.013

5(150) 485 365 0.07

1.7

8.34

WIDTH(mm) HIGHT(mm) DEPTH(mm) CBM WEIGHT(kg)

Non-slip Hanger
Natural shape design

SURE HANGER 30
Middle size[17"]

Useful

- Natural shape design : prevents shoulder corners.

- Air holes allow clothes to breathe

- Non-slip design

- Staking hooks

- Materials : p.p

- UPC : 191801000082

- EAN : 8809212290115

IHOLEE hanger's new model 'air' keeps the best advantage of the 
laminated structure of existing IHOLEE and is a product that maximize 
the advantage of hanger with adding an air hole to shoulder to keep it 
more comfortably. IHOLEE air is composed of 30ea middle sized hanger 
which is for top. The "Connecting Hook," which allows the hangers to be 
connected to each other; in the end making us able to use much more 
space of our closets

Master

SH-M30-O



SURE HANGER 50
Large size[19"]

Useful

- Natural shape design : prevents shoulder corners.

- Air holes allow clothes to breathe

- Non-slip design

- Staking hooks

IHOLEE hanger's new model 'air' keeps the best advantage of the 
laminated structure of existing IHOLEE and is a product that maximize 
the advantage of hanger with adding an air hole to shoulder to keep it 
more comfortably. IHOLEE air is composed of 30ea middle sized hanger 
which is for top. The "Connecting Hook," which allows the hangers to be 
connected to each other; in the end making us able to use much more 
space of our closets

Non-slip Hanger
Natural shape design

720 2,070

40HQ20 FT W/Pallet

240 690

QUANTITY

Single

505

1(50ea) 495 360 165 0.029

3(150) 370 505 0.09

3.3

10.54

WIDTH(mm) HIGHT(mm) DEPTH(mm) CBM WEIGHT(kg)

Master

SH-M50-G

- Materials : p.p

- UPC : 191801000181

- EAN : 8809212290207



SURE HANGER 50
Large size[19"]

Useful

- Natural shape design : prevents shoulder corners.

- Air holes allow clothes to breathe

- Non-slip design

- Staking hooks

IHOLEE hanger's new model 'air' keeps the best advantage of the 
laminated structure of existing IHOLEE and is a product that maximize 
the advantage of hanger with adding an air hole to shoulder to keep it 
more comfortably. IHOLEE air is composed of 30ea middle sized hanger 
which is for top. The "Connecting Hook," which allows the hangers to be 
connected to each other; in the end making us able to use much more 
space of our closets

Non-slip Hanger
Natural shape design

720 2,070

40HQ20 FT W/Pallet

240 690

QUANTITY

Single

505

1(50ea) 495 360 165 0.029

3(150) 370 505 0.09

3.3

10.54

WIDTH(mm) HIGHT(mm) DEPTH(mm) CBM WEIGHT(kg)

Master

SH-M50-BL

- Materials : p.p

- UPC : 191801000198

- EAN : 8809212290221



1,800 4,500

40HQ20 FT W/Pallet

360 900

QUANTITY

Single

400

1(30ea) 392 355 95 0.013

5(150) 485 365 0.07

1.7

8.34

WIDTH(mm) HIGHT(mm) DEPTH(mm) CBM WEIGHT(kg)

Non-slip Hanger
Natural shape design

Staking hooks

SURE HANGER 30
Middle size[17"]

Useful

- Natural shape design : prevents shoulder corners.

- Air holes allow clothes to breathe

- Non-slip design

- Staking hooks

- Materials : p.p

- UPC : 191801000082

- EAN : 8809212290115

IHOLEE hanger's new model 'air' keeps the best advantage of the 
laminated structure of existing IHOLEE and is a product that maximize 
the advantage of hanger with adding an air hole to shoulder to keep it 
more comfortably. IHOLEE air is composed of 30ea middle sized hanger 
which is for top. The "Connecting Hook," which allows the hangers to be 
connected to each other; in the end making us able to use much more 
space of our closets

Master

SH-M30-O-H20

Orange Staking hooks X 20



1,800 4,500

40HQ20 FT W/Pallet

360 900

QUANTITY

Single

400

1(30ea) 392 355 95 0.013

5(150) 485 365 0.07

1.7

8.34

WIDTH(mm) HIGHT(mm) DEPTH(mm) CBM WEIGHT(kg)

SURE HANGER 30
Middle size[17"]

Useful

- Natural shape design : prevents shoulder corners.

- Air holes allow clothes to breathe

- Non-slip design

- Staking hooks

- Materials : p.p

- UPC : 191801000075

- EAN : 8809212290108

IHOLEE hanger's new model 'air' keeps the best advantage of the 
laminated structure of existing IHOLEE and is a product that maximize 
the advantage of hanger with adding an air hole to shoulder to keep it 
more comfortably. IHOLEE air is composed of 30ea middle sized hanger 
which is for top. The "Connecting Hook," which allows the hangers to be 
connected to each other; in the end making us able to use much more 
space of our closets

Master

SH-M30-Y-H20

Yellow Staking hooks X 20

Non-slip Hanger
Natural shape design

Staking hooks



1,800 4,500

40HQ20 FT W/Pallet

360 900

QUANTITY

Single

400

1(30ea) 392 355 95 0.013

5(150) 485 365 0.07

1.7

8.34

WIDTH(mm) HIGHT(mm) DEPTH(mm) CBM WEIGHT(kg)

SURE HANGER 30
Middle size[17"]

Useful

- Natural shape design : prevents shoulder corners.

- Air holes allow clothes to breathe

- Non-slip design

- Staking hooks

- Materials : p.p

- UPC : 191801000068

- EAN : 8809212290092

IHOLEE hanger's new model 'air' keeps the best advantage of the 
laminated structure of existing IHOLEE and is a product that maximize 
the advantage of hanger with adding an air hole to shoulder to keep it 
more comfortably. IHOLEE air is composed of 30ea middle sized hanger 
which is for top. The "Connecting Hook," which allows the hangers to be 
connected to each other; in the end making us able to use much more 
space of our closets

Master

SH-M30-G-H20

Green Staking hooks X 20

Non-slip Hanger
Natural shape design

Staking hooks



SURE HANGER 50
Large size[19"]

Useful

- Natural shape design : prevents shoulder corners.

- Air holes allow clothes to breathe

- Non-slip design

- Staking hooks

IHOLEE hanger's new model 'air' keeps the best advantage of the 
laminated structure of existing IHOLEE and is a product that maximize 
the advantage of hanger with adding an air hole to shoulder to keep it 
more comfortably. IHOLEE air is composed of 30ea middle sized hanger 
which is for top. The "Connecting Hook," which allows the hangers to be 
connected to each other; in the end making us able to use much more 
space of our closets

Non-slip Hanger
Natural shape design

720 2,070

40HQ20 FT W/Pallet

240 690

QUANTITY

Single

505

1(50ea) 495 360 165 0.029

3(150) 370 505 0.09

3.3

10.54

WIDTH(mm) HIGHT(mm) DEPTH(mm) CBM WEIGHT(kg)

Master

SH-M50-BL

- Materials : p.p

- UPC : 191801000228

- EAN : 8809212290252

Orange Staking hooks X 20



SURE HANGER 50
Large size[19"]

Useful

- Natural shape design : prevents shoulder corners.

- Air holes allow clothes to breathe

- Non-slip design

- Staking hooks

IHOLEE hanger's new model 'air' keeps the best advantage of the 
laminated structure of existing IHOLEE and is a product that maximize 
the advantage of hanger with adding an air hole to shoulder to keep it 
more comfortably. IHOLEE air is composed of 30ea middle sized hanger 
which is for top. The "Connecting Hook," which allows the hangers to be 
connected to each other; in the end making us able to use much more 
space of our closets

Non-slip Hanger
Natural shape design

720 2,070

40HQ20 FT W/Pallet

240 690

QUANTITY

Single

505

1(50ea) 495 360 165 0.029

3(150) 370 505 0.09

3.3

10.54

WIDTH(mm) HIGHT(mm) DEPTH(mm) CBM WEIGHT(kg)

Master

SH-M50-G

- Materials : p.p

- UPC : 191801000211

- EAN : 8809212290245

Orange Staking hooks X 20



SURE HANGER 50
Large size[19"]

Useful

- Natural shape design : prevents shoulder corners.

- Air holes allow clothes to breathe

- Non-slip design

- Staking hooks

IHOLEE hanger's new model 'air' keeps the best advantage of the 
laminated structure of existing IHOLEE and is a product that maximize 
the advantage of hanger with adding an air hole to shoulder to keep it 
more comfortably. IHOLEE air is composed of 30ea middle sized hanger 
which is for top. The "Connecting Hook," which allows the hangers to be 
connected to each other; in the end making us able to use much more 
space of our closets

Non-slip Hanger
Natural shape design

720 2,070

40HQ20 FT W/Pallet

240 690

QUANTITY

Single

505

1(50ea) 495 360 165 0.029

3(150) 370 505 0.09

3.3

10.54

WIDTH(mm) HIGHT(mm) DEPTH(mm) CBM WEIGHT(kg)

Master

SH-M50-B

- Materials : p.p

- UPC : 191801000204

- EAN : 8809212290238

Orange Staking hooks X 20


